
The Simport M473 T-SueTM Microarray Mold Kits 
Instructions for use

Place the T-Sue™ Array mold in an oven for 30 minutes at 70 °C to 80 °C. 

Slowly dispense liquid paraffin (60 °C to 65 °C) until the top of core rods are fully 
submerged. If bubbles are formed, remove them with a pair of heated forceps.
For recommended paraffin, most histologists prefer using Paraplast X-Tra®. 
Others use Formula “R”™ Paraffin or Blue Ribbon™ from Leica Biosystems. 
These sticky paraffins will help cores adhere better then harder ones in the 
recipient block.  

Position a cassette on the mold.

Fill embedding cassette with paraffin.

Cool at room temperature or at about 4 °C for 30 to 60 minutes. Warning: At 
lower temperatures, cracks may appear in the block.

Slowly separate the T-Sue™ Array mold from the embedding cassette.
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Inside wall at 45 degree angle, 
facilitating orientation.
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Trim paraffin around the edges of the recipient block.

Extract the marked tissue from the donor block by using the appropriate  
T-Sue™ punch needle.

a. Place the donor block on a horizontal and flat surface.
b. Hold the T-Sue™ punch needle in your hand perpendicularly to the marked position 

of the donor block.
c. Slowly insert the T-Sue™ punch needle into the donor block at the proper depth of 

5mm. Don’t insert it too quickly and too deep to prevent damaging the donor block 
and the T-Sue™ punch needle.

By slowly pushing on the T-Sue™ punch needle plunger, deliver the extracted tissue 
into the corresponding hole of the recipient block. Then, gently push in all the tissue 
cores to ensure evenness for microtomy.

Place the recipient block on a glass slide (facing down) and incubate the block at  
37 °C to 45 °C for 3 hours up to overnight. The delivered cores will adhere to their 
respective holes in the recipient block. Do not pull the slide from the TMA block.
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With the recipient block still warm and tacky, heat another slide in an oven to around 70 °C for approximately 10 minutes. 
Then, place it under the slide that is already stuck to the Array block. The Array block surface should quickly turn to liquid. 
Move the two slides around on the Array block to push any surface air bubbles away and to flatten the Array block surface.

Now, remove second slide and place Array block with original slide (slide down) on counter for 10 minutes in order to cool 
down. Once Array block is at room temperature, place it with the slide on an ice tray (no water) to cool for 20 minutes. Slide 
should remove easily from Array block which will now be ready for cutting.
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2588 Bernard-Pilon
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T-Sue is a trademark of Simport® Scientific.
Paraplast X-Tra is a registered trademark of Leica Biosystems.
Formula “R” and Blue Ribbon are trademarks of Leica Biosystems.

NOTE:

The T-Sue™ Punch Needles are not intended for use directly on patients. For lab/research purposes only.
If some of the mold cores are not needed, simply fill unwanted holes in the paraffin Array block with blank paraffin cores.
If the Array mold has cracked or split, you can still use it by placing a rubber band or tape around it. This will keep the Array mold together when paraffin is
poured into it. 
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